Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of Tues. 19 July 2022
Compiled Tues. 19 July 2022 12:01 am EST by Judy Byington, MSW, LCSW, Therapist ret,
Journalist, Author: ―Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her
twenty two multiple personalities.‖

Code Red
BIG Announcement 2022
This Is It
The Hour Is Upon Us
The Storm Is Coming
They Are Not Prepared
I Am Back
BQQQQQQQ
Here Comes the Son
The Best is Yet to Come
In the Right Moment - We Act.
Our mission never stops
The Light Has Overcome the Darkness.
Rejoice!
…President Q

A Note from the Universe
When a thing hurts your eyes, stop looking at it.
When it hurts your ears, stop listening to it.
And when it hurts your heart, stop justifying it.
I love you so much,

The Universe

“The Winds of Change”
“Even the best planning cannot always account for the Winds of Change. Minds and needs
change so we need to be flexible, which just as important as having a plan in the first place.”
The Winds of Change (5/23/2021) | Music & the Spoken Word - YouTube
Judy Note:












Q = the Greatest Military Intelligence Operation of Our Time. Trust the Plan.
Military is the Only Way. Q https://t.me/JFKAwakenlngQ17
No One Person is Above Another. We Are in This Together. WWG1WGA
Goldman Sachs and BlackRock have a massive web of financial holdings and
insiders within the White House. These firms control the direction our country and
frankly the world go. They have tremendous power the middle class is not aware of. I
will expose and educate their power. …John Durham
The Revolution of Healing: advancement beyond the Med Beds (In last ten min. of
video she talked about a Humphrey of Filipino decent, who trained in Shao Lin Martial
Arts, and they together received an award from the Chinese Dragon Clan.)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2bcYsBM1gnM&ab_channel=JasonShurka
Cabal Elites continued to resign political positions across the globe.
The world financial market remained in free fall. Pfizer documents on vaccine tests that
the FDA tried to have sealed until 2097 were released on Mon. 18 July 2022.
They have also released locations of DUMBS in every state and across the US. (Deep
Underground Military Bases, Tunnels and Bio-weapon Labs where they torture and
traffic children). See the bottom of this report.
US Train Strike Mon. 18 July, while in the UK there were severe Tube and train delays
in London as heat wave hits and all flights at UK‘s largest Royal Air Force Base were
halted because of heat wave complications.

A. Global Currency Reset:




Sun. 17 July Scott Mowry: There‘s a real lockdown on Intel because everyone‘s under
an NDA. We‘re waiting for a Bitcoin crash. There are also very strong indications
Germany will be joining BRICS, which could very well lead to the total
collapse the European Union and Euro. Already over 2 billion people here just
went into the gold back system of BRICS.
Mon. 18 July Wolverine: More and more countries were participating in the BRICS
countries. If Saudi Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman participates, it will be the end









of the dollar. With Saudi Arabia's participation, two-thirds of the world's population will
be able to buy energy in their own currency.
Sat. 16 July MarkZ: “Iraq could publish their new Dinar rate in their Gazette on Wed.
20 July. I am being told to have you focus on your projects and what good things you are
going to do with your new found wealth.‖ theoriginalmarkz - YouTube
Mon. 11 July Bruce: “Certain Bond Holders have been made liquid, though were
under strict NDAs. The rest of the Bond Holders were to be paid out within the next
three weeks. There were about 20,000 Bond Holders and about 20% have received
monies in their accounts (but not yet liquid). They were paying out beginning from the
smallest Bond accounts up to the largest Bond accounts.‖
Rumor was that the US was officially switched to the gold-backed USN Dollar
currency on Fri. 15 July.
The Trustee of the St. Jermaine Trust has already released money to certain accounts.
Coach Jerry: “I'm estimating that the „Great Reveal‟ Mass Military Action, coupled
with us being at our appointments, will happen sometime before Sat. 30 July.”

Reminder: No one, and I mean Absolutely No One knows the exact time and date that the
Global Currency Reset would be finalized, with codes entered for notification of Tier 4B (us, the
Internet Group) to set redemption/ exchange appointments – it dependent upon an earth
shattering Event such as a global financial crash. The exact time would be decided by the
Military out of calculations of their Quantum Computer and based upon concerns for safety of
The People. Trust the Plan.
B. Sun. Night 17 July Scott Mowry Highlights: 712-770-5402 Access code:
767664##









A lot going on, especially with the Reset of the currency , all kinds of things
really happening, a real lockdown on intel, I'll share with you tonight but it's
been kind of a slow week when it comes to getting the information we would
like to know because of NDAs.
We are just waiting on a couple of things, first is the crash of Bitcoin which
the cabal were depending on to survive, which is part of the whole financial
system, and the announcement of the Republic, now this has been done in terms
of a soft announcement but it needs to be public.
Christene Lagarde: She said on July 21st 2022 banking and international
settlements will be having a switch flipped, something big is going to happen
and this banking system is about to be flipped upside down, don't be surprised
if she pulled the plug before the end of July, I've not heard that but I wouldn't
be surprised.
Developments taking place within the BRICS nations, Brazil, Russia, India,
China and South Africa, with Arabia, Egypt, T urkey, Italy and even Germany
along with others also considering membership within BRICS.
India China and South Africa who are rapidly rolling out a new economic
policy to unveil a new Global Reserve currency. There are also very strong




indications Germany will be joining BRICs. This could very well lead to the
total collapse the European Union and the Euro .
Already over 2 billion people here just went into the gold back system put
together in place to China, Russia, India.
Micheal Barr from Ripple will now oversee the Federal Reserve he will be
in charge of policies made of Crypto Currencies.

C. Mon. 18 July Wolverine:






More and more countries are participating in the BRICS countries. If Saudi Crown
Prince Mohammed bin Salman participates, it will be the end of the dollar. With Saudi
Arabia's participation, two-thirds of the world's population will be able to buy energy in
their own currency. If the energy that Saudi Arabia imported was no longer paid for in
dollar/variant, but anyone could buy it in their own currency, this incredibly large market
would be huge in dollars, there is no doubt that it will circulate and be paid for. .. The last
death of the dollar !
Also, the Fed is no longer allowed to print, so we can see that the stock market is in a
constant decline. Therefore, it is almost impossible to invest infinite money and
artificially restore it.
In addition, BRICS countries are promoting nuclear disarmament.

D. Global Financial Crisis:










Swiss Central Bank Moved Its Gold From Berne to a Federal Bunker in
Kandersteg: https://thegoldobserver.substack.com/p/swiss-central-bank-moved-its-gold
DEBT DISASTER: Evergrande suppliers release explosive joint letter | Asia
Markets: https://www.asiamarkets.com/debt-disaster-evergrande-suppliers-releaseexplosive-joint-letter/
Hong Kong Stock Exchange Index Drops Six Chinese Property Developers:
https://therealdeal.com/?p=4469768
Cramer ringing NY Stock Exchange Monday Opening Bell, Twitter Throwing Fit:
https://www.benzinga.com/news/22/07/28094393/jim-cramer-is-ringing-mondaysopening-bell-at-the-nyse-twitter-is-throwing-a-fit-already
Why the Globalists are Terrified of Trump‟s Relationships with BRICS Leaders:
https://bioclandestine.substack.com/p/why-the-globalists-are-terrified
Lobstr is down across the board. Big things are happening behind the scenes now.
Wells Fargo and Indus Payments have been merging for some time now. The Indus
Payments platform is an asset backed platform on the QFS. It is becoming increasingly
obvious that a gold backed International Digital Banking System is emerging. The full
implementation of this Digital Asset Financial System is closer than you may think. It is
the reset that changes everything. This is a week of several transitions about to take place
in the markets and banking system. You will want to watch this one very closely as it













pertains to paper currency shifts.
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/s/5mn353wvq12zxj1/Induspayments%2520%2526%2
520WELLS%2520FARGO.jpg
On July 25th, Zimbabwe is introducing gold coins into their economy that can be
used for cash locally and internationally. "Liquidity and Tradability – The coin will
have liquid asset status, that is, it will be capable of being easily converted to cash, and
will be tradable locally and internationally. The coin may also be used for transactional
purposes." https://www.iol.co.za/business-report/international/zimbabwes-gold-coinsavailable-from-july-25-028bbd80-a9c9-494b-973f-a04b89490f69
Malaysia: Petronas says taking steps to protect global assets after seizure:
https://www.aljazeera.com/economy/2022/7/18/petronas-says-taking-steps-to-protectglobal-assets-after-seizure
Dutch Central Bank fines Binance 3.3 million euros:
https://www.thestar.com.my/tech/tech-news/2022/07/18/dutch-central-bank-finesbinance-33-million-euros
Project Galileo‟: Inside ANZ‟s $4.9 billion play for Suncorp‟s Bank:
https://www.smh.com.au/business/banking-and-finance/project-galileo-inside-anz-s-4-9billion-play-for-suncorp-s-bank-20220718-p5b2hl.html
Blockchain firm executes Russia's first digital asset deal with palladium:
https://www.reuters.com/technology/blockchain-firm-executes-russias-first-digital-assetdeal-with-palladium-2022-07-18/
In China, a major financial crisis is unfolding. Chinese citizens in 86 cities are
boycotting mortgage payments towards their homes. Chinese censors are erasing
documents about this boycott. Palki Sharma tells you why.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OoNh4T0S-Yk

E. Protests, Demonstrations:





NOT Dutch farmers, BUT Swiss farmers pointed out the most wanted globalists:
https://youtu.be/TTIlbcWURHY
Dutch farmers dropping absolute truth bombs about the globalist agenda.
Argentina: Everyone has finally had enough. Tractor/car protests.
Netherlands: The light is shining on those who hid previously in the shadows. Dutch
farmers are awake. They know the World Economic Forum is behind the farmland grab
and they are naming names. Those who hid previously in the shadows are being exposed.

F. Global Food, Fuel and Goods Shortages:


Big train strike coming. July 18. Add to that the major shortage of DEF Diesel
Exhaust Fluid which trucks require to run.









https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/economy/biden-deadline-potential-railworker-strike
Gas Prices in Saudi Arabia Compared to the United States: Saudi drivers are paying
around 62 cents a liter in the Kingdom for fuel. And yet the US has been pumping more
oil than Saudi Arabia since 2018. But it's ―Putin‘s Price Hike.‖
London weather latest: Severe Tube and train delays in London as heat wave hits:
https://www.standard.co.uk/news/london/london-tube-train-delays-heatwave-weatherb1012922.html
UK halts all flights at largest Royal Air Force base because "the runway has melted"
amid heat wave.
On Mon. 18 July Oil price rise after Biden fails to secure Saudi output increase —
surged to more than $100 a barrel. https://www.disclose.tv/id/1549008365979852801/
Russia's Gazprom declares "force majeure" on natural gas deliveries via Nord
Stream 1 to Europe. https://twitter.com/disclosetv/status/1549005072213876738

G. Covid/Monkey Pox/Vax Hoax:








Pfizer Documents Exposed: Pfizer documents that the FDA tried to have sealed until
2097 were released today Mon. 18 July 2022.
North Korea says 99.98% of its nearly 5 million "fever patients" since late April have
fully recovered. The country has a near 0% vaccination rate.
Trump-Appointed Judge Blocks Biden Admin From Punishing Unvaccinated Air
Force Service Members: https://breakingheadlines.news/federal-judge-blocks-bidenadmin-from-punishing-unvaccinated-air-force-service-members-factsmatter_4601436.html
Will 100 Million Die From Covid Vax by 2028? Staggering world population took
them without understanding how they work or how dangerous the WIV Spike protein
was to their body. Now blood clots, Myocarditis, injuries, disability and death. The limit
of damage to the world population is incalculable.
Proof That Rothschilds Patented Covid-19 Biometric Tests in 2015 and 2017. Both
were filed and updated years ago, but they were SCHEDULED to be made public in
September 2020. This is sufficient evidence that they knew in 2015 what‘s going to
happen in September 2020!Proof That Rothschilds Patented Covid-19 Biometric Tests in
2015 and 2017. Both were filed and updated years ago, but they were SCHEDULED to
be made public in September 2020. This is sufficient evidence that they knew in 2015
what‘s going to happen in September 2020! First Registration: Netherlands, Oct. 13,
2015

H. The Real News for Mon. 18 July 2022:







One by one Hollywood Stars begin to advertise the food that Schwab imposes on all
of humanity. Then Kidman with worms, then Jolie with grasshoppers, and now Kim
Kardashian praises artificial meat. And again we see how another promoted media
personality promotes to the masses the idea that food of unknown origin is much better
than natural.
Proposed Bill Gives Biden Power to use Military Against Americans Has
Democratic Votes in House: https://ussanews.com/2022/07/18/bombshell-livebroadcast-proposed-bill-gives-biden-power-to-use-us-military-against-americanssuspends-congressional-oversight/
US Judge Blocks Air Force from Kicking Out, Punishing Thousands of
Unvaccinated Troops: July 18, 2022 American Military News

I. White Hat Intel: 9/11 and NESARA:










23 farmers filled a case against the federal banks to reclaim the property of their land
and discovered by accident the huge fraud the New World order was running under the
two constitutions.
The farmers won the case and the act to reverse the fraud was signed up under
NESARA.
U.S. President Bill Clinton was supposed to sign NESARA into law on October 10,
2000.
Let us consider what happened with the creation of the National Economic Security
and Reformation Act (NESARA). The Act was passed by the United States Congress
on March 9, 2000 and then sent to President Bill Clinton for his signature. President
Clinton signed NESARA into law on October 10, 2000, and it was to be announced
(enacted) the morning of Sept. 11th, 2001 (Remember what happened on that date at the
Twin Towers in New York City?).
At that point NESARA, as with any legislation so acted upon, became a “law of the
land”, but wait a minute! No one wanted to enforce it. Why? No one wanted to enforce
NESARA because this law required the physical and permanent removal from their
government positions of all those, who were treasonous. Those, who had deliberately
acted outside the Constitution of the Republic, had committed treason. Those who were
treasonous included the United States president and vice president, the presidential
cabinet, all members of Congress, various government departmental heads, all fifty
governors of the fifty states, judges and others.
To hide NESARA from public view and, thus, to prevent its enforcement by popular
demand, the United States Supreme Court placed a gag order on all public officials, the
United States military, law enforcement personnel, bankers, attorneys, judges, the media
and anyone else, who knew about NESARA and, who might give information about
NESARA to the public. If the people learned the Truth about NESARA, they would
demand its enforcement. This could not be allowed.





The plan to hide the two constitutions and NESARA worked well for a time, but
gradually truth about 9/11, the New World Order, Iraq, Afghanistan, NESARA begins to
be leaked to the public.
To circumvent any public action to enforce NESARA, ―plan B‖ was created. The plan
was to forever delay the enforcement of NESARA by fooling the people with trickery.
NESARA was embroiled in fictitious legal procedures and court orders by both the
United States Supreme Court and the International Court of Justice. This game of deceit
could be played forever, NESARA could be permanently delayed, and the people of the
world would never be the wiser.

J. July 12 2022 Biden Regime Controlled by China Forbidden Knowledge:
https://forbiddenknowledgetv.net/biden-regime-controlled-by-china/














For years, the Biden family has enriched itself by selling access to the US Government
to China. For Hunter Biden's entire adult life, he has been the bagman for his
father's lucrative treason.
The Globalist establishment, including the international and US intelligence
communities, the federal bureaucracy, the military industrial complex, the labor unions,
Big Tech and the Fake News media, together moved mountains to steal the 2020 election
in order to install this abjectly corrupt, demented pedophile corpse as the Leader of the
Free World®.
Last Friday, Tucker Carlson called for Biden to be impeached and for Congress to
investigate the Biden Regime's sale of 1 million barrels of oil From America's Strategic
Petroleum Reserve to the Chinese company, Sinopec Marketing, in which Hunter Biden
bought a $1.7 million stake.
Then over the weekend, it was reported that 4Chan users allegedly cracked the
password of Hunter Biden's iCloud account – although it's just come out that Jack
Maxey's IT guy had a psychotic break and it was he who released the data containing the
backups that Hunter made of his 46 devices; phones, computers and iPads over the past
11 years.
We learned that Hunter's nickname for his father in his iPad contacts was "Pedo
Peter." This was after Joe Biden had changed his email sender name to the pseudonym,
"Peter Henderson", the name of the KGB mole who infiltrated the US Government in
Tom Clancy's Jack Ryan book series.
Although 4Chan administrators rushed to take down the posts as quickly as they
went up, former Navy Intelligence officer, Jack Posobiec tweeted, "4chan has already
created torrents for the Hunter Biden iPhone and iCloud backups and are now seeding
them. That means even if 4chan gets shut down the copies will still be out there."
Soon, the majority of Americans will finally begin to understand why the Biden
Regime does everything to hurt Americans and to help China: Biden is completely



















blackmailed and controlled by China – something that has been ruthlessly covered-up by
an Establishment that appears Hell bent on delivering our country to the CCP.
Hunter's penchant for crack and prostitutes distracts from the more vital revelations
about Joe Biden's financing of Hunter's overseas business deals. The Post
Millennial reports: "Right before the 2020 presidential election, then-candidate Joe Biden
agreed to cover over $800,000 of his son Hunter Biden's bills, including legal bills that
were associated with a Chinese firm.
"On Thursday, it was revealed that the Biden administration sent nearly one million
barrels of oil from the US Strategic Petroleum Reserves to a Chinese energy company in
which President Joe Biden's son, Hunter Biden, had a stake as recently as 2015."
The real story is not Hunter's debasement. As Tucker Carlson says: "The real story is
that the Biden Family was getting rich from business with our enemies. They were selling
access to the US Government to China. And that is a crime.‖
"As recently as 2020 [during the Presidential debates], Joe Biden denied that he or
his family had any money from China...
"So, you've spent so much time noting Joe Biden's creeping senility, that you can
overlook the fact that, in lucid moments, he's a liar. Flat-out liar. "That's a lie. In fact,
it's a lie so obvious, even The Washington Post, which has carried water for Biden since
the very beginning, had to correct it. "According to The Washington Post, 'Over the
course of 14 months, the Chinese energy conglomerate [CEFC] and its executives paid
$4.8 million to entities controlled by Hunter Biden and his uncle.'...
"In all, Hunter Biden made more than $30 million from entities affiliated with
China's Communist government. "In December of 2013, Hunter Biden and Joe Biden
flew to Beijing – this was a Government trip on a Government plane – and that's when
Hunter introduced his father to a [Bohai Harvest RST] executive – again, that's a flat-out
violation of law. You can't take Air Force Two to China to lobby on behalf of the
Chinese government and your father! Full-on crime!
"And the Bidens denied it, but Hunter eventually took a 10% stake in that company,
worth about $20 million.
"Then, a Chinese company called Harvest Global wired another $5 million to another
company controlled by Hunter Biden, this one called Burnham Asset Management. The
guy's got more companies than the average Mafia don!
"According to the Washington Free Beacon, Hunter Biden quote, 'Reached out directly
to the firm's chairman and said the investment,' - and we're quoting - 'would be important
to the Biden family.' "Biden family – including his dad, the Vice President of the United
States!
"What's in it for Harvest Global? Well, per the Free Beacon quote, 'Biden put together
a financial proposal for Burnham to pitch to Harvest that promised "Washington DC
access" for investors.'



"They're selling influence. Selling influence with the US Government. Again, not to
Belgium, not to Swaziland. To China, the country that has the United States in its sights.
They want to displace us as the leader of the world and they will be cruel masters if
they're ever able to do that."

K. In the aftermath of The Storm Elon Musk was being used by the White Hats and
Trump to bring out Disclosure:










Musk was placed by the White Hats in the Military for many reasons.
The Military couldn‟t bring Disclsoure direct as it would cause chaos and infighting
inside the Military Branches, plus go against Department of Defense laws.
Trump can‟t bring Disclosure direct as it would cause chaos in political arenas and
major divisions inside the Republican Party.
What Musk was working on behind the scenes was connected to high Level Military
Technology that was connected to World cures: a new formulation of World Independent
Governments that could never again be corrupted by a controlled Elite enslavement
system.
The Military Technology Musk and the White Hats have designed was connected to
future phones, Banking, World Peace and GESARA full implementation of Events.
This was much bigger than you could fathom and the reason Trump said ―We must
protect Musk.‖
For now everything is designed to confuse. Musk is expected to create amnesty among
both parties – a short Game.
Musk was looking to end production of toxins and chemicals used in sugar, like in
Coke Cola. You have no idea what would happen if Musk also goes after Coke company
– the control of the number soft drink in the world. The promos, promoting other Media,
Networks, products and Truth movements.

L. Special Forces Intel: London Bridge is Falling Down


Sun. 17 July: Do NOT get distracted by what the Fake News is spreading about the Tory
leadership and who will run as the next Prime Minister. It's all bullshit and a distraction.
[They are all being exposed for fraud and corruption and we know it goes much deeper
than that. Doris 4.0 has done her job by helping dismantle the British government which
is knee deep in the satanic Babylonian system. The MSM want you to look away from
what is really going on. And we're not buying it. I said last week that there were arrests
before Doris resigned as Prime Minister of the Conservative Party NOT of the country.
He is still the caretaker of the UK. That is why so many people resigned (were arrested)
last week. Again, the media will not report the truth. That's our job, to spread the real
news. Do you really think Trump and the Whitehats Alliance will let these demonic




















psychopaths go free? Absolutely not! As Q has said many times, justice will come and so
will the pain.
We are seeing so many fires in London right now. The Fake News is reporting that the
fires are related to the heat wave the UK is currently experiencing, caused by climate
change, which we know is a complete HOAX! The hot weather is an excuse to take down
the tube tunnels and DUMBS. In the last few days there have been 4 major fires in the
city of London. The latest is a major fire at Eaton Place in London, very close to
Westminster. Very concerning indeed.
https://www.express.co.uk/news/uk/1640480/London-fire-Eaton-Place-Belgravia-latestpictures-update/amp
London pub fire, 125 firefighters fighting the fire in the basement of the Admiralty pub
in Trafalgar Square. https://www.itv.com/news/london/2022-07-12/firefighters-battletrafalgar-square-fire-as-dark-smoke-rises-from-pub
Regent Street: shoppers flee an electrical fire under the sidewalk.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/av/uk-england-london-62139198
London fire: Thick smoke billows above Eaton Place as firefighters battle huge blaze. A
FIRE has broken out at a block of flats in Belgravia, central London.
Parliament DUMB/Tunnel information from our Jayne with over 30 years military
experience. Under Westminster's Parliament there is a huge DUMB and tunnel system
with winding tunnels extending out of the city limits. Access is via the New Victoria
Tube Line, the Intercontinental Hotel in Park Lane, Buckingham Palace and Hyde Park
Tube Station (all part of the maglev system).
London floods last year: https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/londonflooding-extreme-weather-climate-b1898855.html?amp
London floods Christmas 2021: https://www.standard.co.uk/news/london/londonflooding-travel-christmas-weekend-weather-forecast-b973870.html?amp
London Underground closures: The number of tube stations that have closed in just
three years. https://www.mylondon.news/news/london-underground-how-many-times24366181.amp
More information on London Underground closures/fires/London DUMBS/tunnels.
https://t.me/samanthaaldersonnews/59950
Secret underground Britain mapped for first time: New documents reveal maze of
tunnels hidden beneath Britain's streets. https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article5192505/Documents-reveal-tunnels-hidden-UK-streets.html
David Mahoney has had three different sources confirm that some 35 FBI agents
turned up outside Parliament last week during the resignations. WHY would a US agency
"storm" the UK government?
Please follow the lovely Bridget for more updates on what is happening in London. She
is our "Boots on the Ground". https://t.me/BridgetSitUpTrueBritain

M. HUMAN FETAL CELLS IN THE FOODS YOU BUY






The foods you buy use aborted fetal cells as flavoring. AII processed products you buy
contain them, and not only that, but fast food companies have been exposed for selling
human flesh, like McDonald's and the others. What they don't tell the public is that they
use HEK 293 - human embryonic kidney cells taken from an aborted baby to produce
these receptors, which is why they promote and support abortion. Did you know that over
40 million children are aborted worldwide each year? What do you think they do with all
those quantities? They use them as flavor enhancers. Don't believe it? research: senomyx.
It's war between Satan and God. Millions of Satanists have infiltrated the good in all
countries, in all departments important for the system (State Security, Police, Hospital,
Office and Offices, Finance, etc).
In addition, the enemy has no soul and we humans are only cattle for them. Harvested:
Organs, Adrenochrome, Stem Cells, Skin used to make Red Shoes.

N. US Underground Tunnels, DUMBS and Bio-Weapon Labs:
https://t.me/DUMBSandUnderground/36830 D-eep U-nderground M-ilitary B-ase
Part 1 of 4 https://t.me/DUMBSandUnderground/36839
Part 2 of 4 https://t.me/DUMBSandUnderground/36840
Part 3 of 4 https://t.me/DUMBSandUnderground/36841
Part 4 of 4 https://t.me/DUMBSandUnderground/36842
They build DUMBS by Boring Machines, Lazers and Nukes.
https://t.me/DUMBSandUnderground/36818
The Machine‟s name: Alice https://t.me/DUMBSandUnderground/33745
Walmart: https://t.me/DUMBSandUnderground/14649,
https://t.me/DUMBSandUnderground/14320
The Underground DUMB by Phil Schneider: https://t.me/DUMBSandUnderground/36815
https://t.me/DUMBSandUnderground/36816
ARIZONA
1. Arizona (Mountains) (not on map) Function: Genetic work. Multiple levels.
2. Fort Huachuca, Arizona (also reported detainment camp) Function: NSA Facility to Luke Air
Force Base.
3. Page, Arizona Tunnels to: Area 51, Nevada Dulce base, New Mexico

4. Sedona, Arizona (also reported detainment camp) Notes: Located under the Enchantment
Resort in Boynton Canyon. There have been many reports by people in recent years of
―increased military presence and activity‖ in the area.
5. Wikieup, Arizona Tunnels to: Area 51
6. Yucca (Mtns.), Arizona
CALIFORNIA
1: 29 Palms, California Tunnels to: Chocolate Mts., Fort Irwin, California (possibly one more
site due west a few miles)
2: Benicia, California
3. Catalina Island, California Tunnels to: I was told by someone who worked at the Port
Hueneme Naval Weapons Division Base in Oxnard that they have heard and it is ‗common
rumor‘ that there is a tunnel from the base to this Island, and also to Edwards Air Force Base,
possibly utilizing old mines.
4. China Lake Naval Weapons Testing Center
5. Chocolate Mountains, California Tunnels to: Fort Irwin, California
6. Death Valley, California Function: The entrance to the Death Valley Tunnel is in the Panamint
Mountains down on the lower edge of the range near Wingate Pass, in the bottom of an
abandoned mine shaft. The bottom of the shaft opens into an extensive tunnel system
7. Deep Springs, California Tunnels to: Death Valley, Mercury, NV, Salt Lake City
8. Edwards AFB, California Function: Aircraft Development – antigravity research and vehicle
development Levels: Multiple Tunnels to: Catalina Island Fort Irwin, California Vandenburg
AFB, California Notes: Delta Hanger – North Base, Edwards AFB, Ca. Haystack Buttte –
Edwards, AFB, Ca.
9. Fort Irwin, California (also reported detainment camp) Tunnels to: 29 Palms, California Area
51, Nevada Edwards AFB. California Mt. Shasta, California
10. Helendale, California Function: Special Aircraft Facility Helendale has an extensive
railway/shipping system through it from the Union Pacific days which runs in from Salt Lake
City, Denver, Omaha, Los Angeles and Chicago
11. Lancaster, California Function: New Aircraft design, anti-gravity engineering, Stealth craft
and testing Levels: 42 Tunnels To: Edwards A.F.B., Palmdale

12. Lawrence-Livermore International Labs, California The lab has a Human Genome Mapping
project on chromosome #19 and a newly built $1.2 billion laser facility
13. Moreno Valley, California Function unknown
14. Mt. Lassen, California Tunnels to: Probably connects to the Mt. Shasta main tunnel.
15. Mt. Shasta. Function: Genetic experiments, magnetic advance, space and beam weaponry.
Levels: 5 Tunnels to: Ft. Irwin, California North
16. Napa, California Functions: Direct Satellite Communications, Laser Communications.
Continuation of Government site. Levels: Multi-level Tunnels to: Unknown Notes: Located on
Oakville Grade, Napa County, Ca. 87 Acres
17. Needles, California Function unknown
18. Palmdale, California Function: New Aircraft Design, anit-gravity research
19. Tehachapi Facility (Northrop, California – Tejon Ranch Function: Levels: 42 Tunnels to:
Edwards, Llona and other local areas Notes: 25 miles NW of Lancaster California, in the
Tehachapi mountains.
20. Ukiah, California Function unknown
COLORADO
1. Near Boulder, Co. in the mountains Function unknown
2. Cheyenne Mountain -Norad -Colorado Springs, Colorado Function: Early Warning systems –
missile defense systems – Space tracking Levels: Multiple Tunnels to: Colorado Springs,
Function: Early warning systems, military strategy, satellite operations Levels: Multiple NORAD
is a massive self-sustaining ‗city‘ built inside the mountain Tunnels to: Creede, Denver, Dulce
Base, Kinsley.
3. Creede, Colorado Function unknown, Tunnels to: Colorado Springs, Colorado – Delta,
Colorado – Dulce Base, New Mexico.
4. Delta, Colorado Function unknown Tunnels to: Creede Salt Lake, Utah
5. Denver International Airport (also a detainment camp) Function: Military research,
construction, detainment camp facilities Levels: 7 reported Tunnels to: Denver proper, Colorado
and Rocky Mountain ―safehousing‖, Colorado Springs, Colorado (Cheyenne Mtn.)
6. Falcon Air Force Base, Falcon, Colorado Function: SDI, Satellite Control Levels: Multiple
Tunnels to: Colorado Springs, possibly more.

7. Fort Collins, Colorado Function: Suspect high precision equipment manufacturing for space.
8. Grand Mesa, Colorado Function unknown
9. Gore Range Near Lake, west of Denver, Co. Function: Library and Central Data Bank
10. San Juan Valley, Colorado Hidden beneath and in an operating Buffalo Ranch Function
unknown
11. Telluride, Colorado Function unknown
12. University of Denver, Co (Boulder area) Function: Genetics, geology/mining as related to
tunneling and underground construction.
13. Warden Valley West of Fort Collins, CO Function Unknown Tunnels to: Montana
GEORGIA
Dobbins Air Force Base, Marrietta GA Function: test site for plasma and antigravity air craft,
experimental crafts and weapons
INDIANA
Kokomo, Indiana Function Unknown Notes: for years people in that area have reported a ―hum‖
that has been so constant that some have been forced to move and it has made many others sick.
It seems to come from underground, and ―research‖ has turned up nothing although it was
suggested by someone that massive underground tunneling and excavating is going on, using
naturally occurring caverns, to make an underground containment and storage facility.
KANSAS
1. Hutchinson, Kansas Function unknown Tunnels to: Kinsley, Nebraska. These vibrations and
sounds are the same as heard in Kokomo, Indiana and are suspected underground building/
tunneling operations. Note: I received this report concerning this base: ―I can vouch for the
underground base in Hutchinson, Ks. The entrance to the tunnel is underneath Hutchinson
Hospital and is huge. I was walking down that tunnel when I was a kid and at the end of this
tunnel is a rock face wall with a 90 degree turn to the right. I stopped and refused to go any
further down the tunnel, my instincts told me to stop. I distinctly remember hearing screams
coming from there. These were not just cries for help, but more like blood curtailing horrifying
screams like someone had just been murdered. I really want to know what was and probably still
is going on down there. You are free to report the story, but please keep my name anonymous.‖
2. Kansas City, Kansas Function unknown Notes: Entrance near Worlds of Fun
3. Kinsley, Kansas Function unknown Tunnels to: Colorado Springs, Colorado; Hutchinson,
Kansas; Tulsa Kokoweef Peak, SW California Notes: Gold stored in huge cavern, blasted shut.

Known as the ―midway city‖ because it‘s located halfway between New York and San
Francisco.
MARYLAND
Edgewood Arsenal, Maryland (from Don) Martins AFB, Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland
MASSACHUSETTS
Maynard MA, FEMA regional center. Wackenhut is here too.
MONTANA
Bozeman, Mont. Function: Genetics
NEVADA
1. Area 51 – Groom Lake – Dreamland – Nellis Air Force Base Area 51 was said to exist only in
our imaginations until Russian satellite photos were leaked to US sources and it‘s amazing how
you can get photos all over of it now, even posters. They‘ve been busy little bees building this
base up. Function: Stealth and cloaking Aircraft research & development. ‗Dreamland (Data
Repository Establishment and Maintenance Land) Elmint (Electromagnetic Intelligence),
Biological weapons research and genetic manipulation/warfare storage, Cold Empire, EVA,
Program HIS (Hybrid Intelligence System),BW/CW; IRIS (Infrared Intruder Systems), Security:
Above ground cameras, underground pressure sensors, ground and air patrol
2. Blue Diamond, Nevada Function unknown
3. Fallon Air Force Base area (the flats, near Reno) ―American City‖ restricted military sites
southwest of Fallon 4. Mercury, Nevada Function unknown 5. Tonopah, Nevada Function
unknown 69: San Gabriel (mountains) On Western side of Mojave Desert Function unknown
Notes: Heavy vibrations coming from under the forest floor which sounds like geared machinery.
NEW MEXICO
1. Albuquerque, New Mexico (AFB) Function unknown Levels: Multiple Tunnels to: Carlsbad,
New Mexico Los Alamos, New Mexico Possible connections to Datil, and other points.
2. Carlsbad, New Mexico Functions: Underground Nuclear Testing Tunnels to: Fort Stockton,
Texas. Roswell
3. Cordova, New Mexico Function unknown
4. Datil, New Mexico Function unknown Tunnels to: Dulce Base

5: Dulce Base, New Mexico. Tunnels to: Colorado Springs, Colorado Creed, Colorado Datil,
N.M. Los Alamos. Page, Arizona Sandia Base Taos, NM
6. Los Alamos, New Mexico Functions: Psychotronic Research, Psychotronic Weapons Levels:
Multiple Tunnels to: ALB AFB, New Mexico Dulce, New Mexico Connections to Datil,Taos
7. Sandia Base, New Mexico Functions: Research in Electrical/magnetic Phenomena Levels:
Multiple Tunnels to: Dulce Base Notes: Related Projects are studied at Sandia Base by ‗The
Jason Group‘ (of 55 Scientists). They have secretly harnessed the ‗Dark Side of Technology‘ and
hidden the beneficial technology from the public.
8. Sunspot, NM Function unknown 9. Taos, New Mexico Function unknown Tunnels to: Dulce,
New Mexico; Cog, Colorado Notes: Several other sidelines to area where Uranium is mined or
processed. 10. White Sands, NM Function: Missile testing/design Levels: Seven known
NEW HAMPSHIRE
There may be as many as three underground installations in New Hampshire‘s hills, according to
reports.
NEW YORK
New York, New York Function unknown Tunnels to: Capitol Building, D.C.
OHIO
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base – Dayton, Ohio Function: Air Force Repository. Rumored to
house stealth technology and prototype craft
OREGON
1. Cave Junction, Oregon Function: Suspected Underground UFO Base Levels: At least one
Notes: Suspected location is in or near Hope Mountain. Near Applegate Lake, Oregon, just over
into California. Multiple shafts, access areas to over 1500 feet depth. Built using abandoned
mine with over 36 known miles of tunnels, shafts.
2. Crater Lake, Oregon Tunnels: possible to Cave Junction
3. Klamath Falls, Oregon
4. Wimer, Oregon (Ashland Mt. area) Function: Underground Chemical Storage Levels: At least
one
PENNSYLVANIA

Raven Rock, Pa (near Ligonier) Function: working back up underground Pentagon – sister site of
Mt. Weather Notes: 650′ below summit, 4 entrances.
TEXAS
1. Calvert, Texas Function unknown
2. Fort Hood, Texas (also reported detainment camp) Levels: Multiple
3. Fort Stockton, Texas Function: Unknown Tunnels to: Carlsbad, New Mexico
UTAH
1. Dugway, Utah Function: Chemical Storage, Radiation storage.
2. Salt Lake City Mormon Caverns Function: Religions archives storage. Levels: Multiple
Tunnels to: Delta, Colorado & Riverton, Wyoming
Judy Note: I have a problem with this description of the ―Salt Lake City Mormon Caverns
Function: Religions archives storage.‖ That insinuates that there were ―Mormon Caverns‖
connected to DUMB Underground Tunnels, which I seriously doubt.
There is a Granite Mountain Records Vault located in Little Cottonwood Canyon near Salt Lake
City that is owned by the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. It contains the world‘s
largest collection of genealogical records. The Vault houses billions of images on microfiche,
microfilm, and digital media that for going on 200 years, has been collected by volunteers from
dusty church and governments records throughout the world for the purpose of protecting the
information. The Vault also protects valuable items important to Church operations
and Church history.
The Vault is located relatively high on Granite Mountain and under 700 feet of "solid mountain
stone." There are three tunnels and four cross-tunnels inside the Vault; over 65,000 square feet
(a football field is about 57,600 square feet). The reinforced entrance doors were said to weigh 9
to 14 tons each and could withstand a nuclear blast. The Vault was first hand chiseled out of
solid granite by early pioneers in the 1800s. It took them 40 years to cut out the granite stones
and haul them by Ox Cart to build the Salt Lake Temple.
Other descriptions of DUMB Underground Tunnels in Utah show one tunnel running west to
east from Nevada through the Dugway Bioweapon facility (some describe as a second Area 51)
in the western Utah Desert through Salt Lake City and on to the infamous DUMB Underground
Tunnel headquarters beneath the Denver Airport, and a second DUMB Underground Tunnel that
runs south to north from southern Utah to Montana.
If the Granite Mountain Records Vault is connected to any of these two DUMB Underground
Tunnels built by the Cabal it would have been done in secret and I seriously doubt that the

Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints had knowledge of, or cooperated in that effort. The
purpose of the Church Vault has always been to store and protect genealogical records of the
world‘s population. Anyone can access those valuable records for free online to trace your
genealogy: | Ancestor Record Search (archives.com)
VIRGINIA
Mount Poney – Near Culpepper, Virginia Function unknown
WASHINGTON
Mt. Rainier, Washington Function unknown. Levels: Multiple Tunnels to: Unknown Yakima
Indian Reservation Function unknown Notes: Southeast of Tacoma Washington, on the
Reservation, in an area 40 by 70 miles. Unusual sounds from underground (Toppenish Ridge).
Low flying Silver Cigar shaped craft seen to disappear into the Middle fork area of Toppenish
creek.
Washington DC
The Function: Part of a massive underground relocation system to house select government and
military personnel in the event of cataclysmic event. Tunnels to: New York City; Mt. Weather.
WEST VIRGINIA
Greenbrier Facility, White Sulfer Springs, West Virginia under the Greenbriar Resort.
WYOMING
1.Riverton, Wyoming Function unknown Tunnels to: Salt Lake City Utah, Denver, Colorado.
O. BIG TECH WON‟T SILENCE US - Join These Popular Conservative Voices on Telegram:
�� @real_DonaldJTrump
�� @BREAKINGHEADLINES
�� @ConservativeBrief
�� @TrumpChannel
�� @EpochTimes
�� @AmericanSpectator
�� @TheBabylonBee (Twitter-banned)
�� @DCEnquirer

�� @CollegeFix
�� @TrumpRepublicans
�� @NTDNews
�� @TruckersForFreedomUSA
�� @DefyCableNews
�� @TrendingPolitics
�� @TaxReformExpert1
�� @DanScavinoFORCE
�� @PearFEED (top posts)
P. Must Watch Videos:







Mon. 18 July: Biden Won't Finish 1st Term! Leaked Audio: Biden Threatens to
Assassinate Ukraine President! Midterm Elections BA.5 Stealth Variant Lockdowns! |
Alternative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com)
Mon. 18 July Situation Update: https://rumble.com/v1cr2d5-situation-update71822.html
Sun. 17 July Situation Update: Situation Update: Prison Barges Heading To Military
Tribunals Worldwide! Ukraine Bombs Donbass With US Missiles! MSM Created
Illusion! News Is Fake! Structures Growing Inside Vaxed! Detox From Graphene Oxide!
- We The People News | Opinion - Conservative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com)
Sun. 17 July: Global Bombshell: Martial Law Plan Announced To Install Biden As
Dictator, Use US Military Against Americans, Suspend Congressional Overnight!!
(Video) | Alternative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com)

Q. “Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her twenty two
multiple personalities,” by Judy Byington, Foreword by Dr. Colin A. Ross, M.D. RAW: Dr.
Colin Ross – Robert David Steele
Jenny Hill‟s witness to a Satanic Child Sacrifice Rite: Woman Sees Human Sacrifice YouTube http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4
WARNING: Jenny gave a graphic description about how she at the tender age of five, was raped,
tortured, forced to view a Child Sacrifice and save for Divine intervention, was almost killed
herself – not unlike the sordid experiences of thousands of other child victims of Satanic
Worshippers. Perpetrators giving homage to Satan were organized from the US Inc‘s CIA,
Queen Elizabeth‘s, Illuminati Banking families‘ and Vatican‘s Ninth Circle Child Sacrifice Cult

on down to the Clintons, Hollywood, Pizzagate and local teenage covens. They were funded by
this same Cabal that ran our global monetary system – the very organization that was in the
process of being brought down by activation of the Global Currency Reset and Restored
Republics of the world. It‘s no wonder that President Trump has stated, ―These people are sick.‖
R. Judy Note on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of Children in Your Neighborhood:
Since 1990 I have been doing investigations on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of children at the
request of brave SRA Survivor-victims, who were witnesses and victims of pedophile, torture
and murder crimes of Satanic leaders and their covens. During this time I have found Satanists
implanted in law offices, local police, county sheriff‘s offices and all the way up to the Attorney
General Offices in my state and others and then the carnage went on to the internationally
organized Ninth Circle Satanic Cult that runs out of the Vatican.
There‘s certainly no help from US or other nation‘s government agencies, including the FBI or
CIA perpetrators. These legal entities successfully negate even the opening of cases of the ritual
abuse and murder of children, let alone do valid investigations.
To be honest and to my knowledge there was no safe place on either a local, national or
international level that has been set up to report Satanic Crime – likely the main reason why
local, national and international Satanic Covens so easily and on a regular basis, get away with
the torture and murder of thousands of children – many times bred for the purpose without birth
certificates, or identification.
S. The following have been set up to report Crimes Against Children and incidents of
human trafficking, although I cannot verify as to the influence of Satanists within these
organizations:
https://wsbt.com/news/nation-world/crime-that-hides-in-plain-sight-fbi-releases-warning-signsof-human-trafficking
FBI Memphis (available 24 hours a day) (901) 747-4300
Submit an anonymous tip tips.fbi.gov.
National Human Trafficking Resources Center Hotline 1-(888)-373-7888.
U.S. Immigration/ Customs Enforcement (ICE): https://www.ice.gov/webform/hsi-tip-form
Federal Human Trafficking Website: https://www.state.gov/humantrafficking/
Called to Rescue 855-646-5484 http://www.calledtorescue.org/
Tim Ballard at Operation Underground Railroad: https://ourrescue.org/

Saving Innocence: https://savinginnocence.org
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FT4tmI8YxCU&feature=emb_rel_end
US: Childhelp National Child Abuse Hotline 1-800-422-4453
USNCMEC Urgent victim help 24-Hour Hotline: 1-800-843-5678
Contact Interpol: https://www.interpol.int/Contacts/Contact-INTERPOL
https://www.interpol.int/What-you-can-do/If-you-need-help
Europol Tipline Tel.: +31 70 302 5000 https://www.europol.europa.eu/report-a-crime
EU Hotlines: https://ec.europa.eu/anti-trafficking/citizens-corner-national-hotlines/nationalhotlines_en
Global: Human Trafficking Hotline Numbers:
https://www.abolishion.org/human_trafficking_hotline_numbers
Human Trafficking Help and Resources: https://trafficking.help/us/
UK: Childhelp National Child Abuse Hotline BBC Action Line
T. The Global Currency Reset, Restored Republic and NESARA/GESARA were all about
the Children
It’s not about the money. It’s about the children – the thousands of malnourished and
traumatized children who in honor of Satan, were being raped and murdered so their Elite
Perpetrators could supposedly gain power and rule the world.
The first official act President Trump made the morning before he was sworn into office was to
pay a visit to CIA Headquarters and declare a war on an international Child Sex Trafficking
Ring run by these global elites.
Let us fast and pray for these millions of little ones who right now, were being rescued from
Cabal underground tunnels across the globe, and tortured and killed by Satanic Covens right
next door. Let us also pray for those Military Troops worldwide who were risking their own lives
to save them. The ancient doctrine of Fasting and Prayer was explained here at the 10:30:32
mark: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mb9gU6DmKs
U. Judy Note: I do not now, nor have I ever, received monies for writing my Updates and
articles. The compensation has been in having outlets to help Save the Children by exposing
truths about the very secretive Satanic Ritual Abuse, Pedophilia and Child Sacrifice that was
rampant in our international society.
The above was a summary of information from the Internet. It would be up to the reader to do
their own research and decide whether or not it was valid.

I will send the Safe Link Website out when I find out what it is, plus it will be posted on several
Dinar Websites. It is my understanding that by linking into the Safe Link Website it will generate
a Non Disclosure Agreement to sign in order to obtain redemption/ exchange appointments.
After signing that Non Disclosure I will be unable to email, post or talk to anyone about the
exchange process for at least 90 days, so I will be going silent and taking that time to get my
humanitarian project organized and going.
This is not a goodbye. I expect to be working with many of you in the near future. I can't tell you
how much I have enjoyed getting to know you. You will remain in my heart forever.
A huge Thank You to those dedicated and brave Intel providers who wished to remain unknown;
to our Angel Martha who worked 24/7 to expose what’s really going on; to humble Wildfire Lady
who is adept at exposing the truth; to Brad who does great research; to Bonni B who exposes the
underlying causes of what is really happening and to Ken who uncovers almost unlimited Intel
on pedophilia to help us Save the Children.
Let us Thank Q that the reset has finally come to be. I wish you well in your humanitarian efforts
and look forward to seeing you on the other side where together, we will make life better for all.
Patience is a Virtue. Having Virtue is a sign of a good moral being. Good moral beings have the
power to overcome evil and change the world. And, we will!!! . . . Judy
Updates for the Week Prior:
Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of July 18, 2022
Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of July 17, 2022
Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of July 16, 2022
Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of July 16, 2022
Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of July 15, 2022
Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of July 15, 2022
Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of July 13, 2022
Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of July 14, 2022
Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of July 13, 2022
Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of July 13, 2022
Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of July 12, 2022

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of July 12, 2022
Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of July 11, 2022
Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of July 11, 2022

